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WHAT IS THE REASON FOR DIFFERENT MAGNETICPROPERTIES OF THE COMPOUNDS TmRu2Si2 ANDYbRu2Si2 AMONG THE RRu2Si2 COMPOUNDS?�R. Mihalskia;b, A. Blautb, R.J. Radwanskia;baInstitute of Physis, Pedagogial UniversityPodhor¡»yh 2, 30-084 Kraków, PolandbCenter of Solid State Physis, ±w. Filipa 5, 31-150 Kraków, Poland(Reeived July 10, 2002)Experimental observations and theoretial analysis allow for under-standing of the extremely anisotropi magneti properties of ompoundsErRu2Si2 and PrRu2Si2. The presented here alulations for TmRu2Si2and YbRu2Si2 reveal that their properties are quite di�erent from thoseof the Er and Pr ompounds. We have found that a low-temperature or-dering of YbRu2Si2 and a weak ferromagnetism (TC �1K) of TmRu2Si2an be obtained by using rystal-�eld parameters diretly realulated fromErRu2Si2 and PrRu2Si2. Moreover, an e�et of the temperature-dependentrotation of the easy magneti axis in YbRu2Si2 is predited.PACS numbers: 75.10.Dg, 71.30.+h1. IntrodutionMagneti properties of monorystalline ternary ompounds RRu2Si2(R= Pr, Nd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er) are strongly anisotropi. Calulations of mag-netorystalline anisotropy for ErRu2Si2 [1℄ and Pr Ru2Si2 [2℄ were performed.A well-de�ned diretion of the magneti easy axis for these ompounds wasnot hanging in the whole temperature range and the magnetorystallineanisotropy was signi�ant. The diretion and the value of the anisotropy�eld in ase of PrRu2Si2 and ErRu2Si2 depends on the rystal �eld (CEF)that has similar values of the oe�ients Amn for both ompounds, but yieldsthe di�erent diretions of easy axes [1�3℄. In this situation the results of thesimilar alulations for TmRu2Si2 and YbRu2Si2 are surprising. We havetreated Tm3+ and Yb3+ ions in the same manner as the Er3+ and Pr3+� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1565)



1566 R. Mihalski, A. Blaut, R.J. Radwanskiions, but the obtained results are quite di�erent from those for the Er andPr ompounds. Our alulations provide the answer to the question: whyYbRu2Si2 and TmRu2Si2 have suh low temperature of ordering (Orderingtemperature YbRu2Si2 in not found and TmRu2Si2 exhibits a weak fer-romagnetism (TC � 1 K) [6℄. We have established that these propertiesan be evoked by CEF parameters diretly realulated from ErRu2Si2 andPrRu2Si2. Moreover, an e�et of the temperature-dependent rotation of theeasy magneti axis in YbRu2Si2 is predited.2. Outline of theoryOur approah bases on the rystal �elds model, that points out that fatoms partially preserve their atomi properties even beoming the full partof a solid [8℄. We have attributed the magneti properties of TmRu2Si2 andYbRu2Si2 to be predominantly due to the 4f12 and 4f13 eletroni systemof the Tm3+ and Yb3+ ions respetively [4℄. The used method is based onaording to the loal symmetry of the surroundings of the R ions, whihleads to the tetragonal CEF+Zeeman Hamiltonian:Htetra = B02Ô02(J; Jz) +B04Ô04(J; Jz) +B44Ô44(J; Jz)+B06Ô06(J; Jz) +B46Ô46(J; Jz) + gJ�BJ �Bext ;where Bmn are CEF parameters, Ômn are Stevens operators, gJ is Landéfator, Bext is the external magneti �eld. The values of total momentumquantum numbers J of the R ions are 6 and 72 for Tm3+ and Yb3+ ions,respetively. The details of the alulations of the magneti properties areexplained in Ref. [9℄. The main idea of the theoretial estimation of theproperties of the onsidered ompounds is possibility of the seletion of theCEF parameters for the YbRu2Si2 and TmRu2Si2 aording to parametersestablished for ErRu2Si2 and PrRu2Si2 [1�3℄. Diret realulation from itbase at the subtration of the loal-potentials oe�ients Amn aording tothe formula: Bmn = Amn 
rn4f� �n ;where the Drn4fE is average of n-power of radius of the 4f shell and �nare the saling parameter, Stevens oe�ients, dependent on the numberof 4f eletrons. The values of �n an be found in [7℄. Coe�ients Amnarry information of the potential of the loal environment of rare ions inthe rystal struture. We assume that proper values of Amn should be similarfor the whole family of ompounds RRu2Si2.



What Is the Reason for Di�erent Magneti Properties of the Compounds . . . 15673. Results for TmRu2Si2The main properties of 3 lowest lying states are olleted in Table I.Independently of the used set of parameters (realulated from ErRu2Si2or PrRu2Si2), pratially the same energy struture has been found: theTABLE ISets of CEF parameters for TmRu2Si2 and YbRu2Si2 together with the magnetiharateristis of 3 lowest states. g.s. denotes the ground state, 1st, 2nd e.s. denotethe �rst and seond exited states, hJxi and hJzi are the expetation values of xand z omponents of the total angular momentum J ; K-doublet and nk-doubletdenote Kramers and non-Kramers doublet, Æ1 and Æ2 are energies of the exitedstates with respet to the ground state, m(B) is the magneti moment at 1 K inthe external �eld B.
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4
6B =+0.96 mK 

easy axis: [1 0 0] 

mz(6T)=0.00µB/ion 

mx(6T)=2.8�µB/ion 

 g.s.- Singlet 
<Jz>=<Jx>=0.00. 

1st e.s.- n-K doublet 
�1 = 74 K  (INS visible) 
<Jz>=±0.85, <Jx>=0.00.    

2nd e.s.- singlet 
�2 = 222K (INS visible) 
<Jz>=<Jx>=0.00.    4

6B =+1.27 mK 

easy axis: [1 0 0] 

mz(6T)=0.01µB/ion 

mx(6T)=4.5�µB/ion 

g.s. -Singlet 
<Jz>=<Jx>=0.00.  

1st e.s.- n-K dublet   
�1 = 33.8 K  (INS visible) 
<Jz>=±0.68,     <Jx>=0.00.  

2nd e.s.- singlet 
�2 = 98.7K (INS visible) 
<Jz>=<Jx>=0.00. 

0
2B =+18.1 K 0

2B =+18.4 K 

0
4B =+166 mK 0

4B =+167 mK 

0
6B =-6.12 mK 0

6B =-0.292 mK 

4
4B =+151 mK 4

4B =+150 mK Y
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4
6B =-22.9 mK 

easy axis: [? ? ?]   
mz(6T)=1.64�µB/ion 
mx(6T)=0.94�µB/ion 

mz(30T)=1.67�µB/ion 
mx(30T)=1.78�µB/ion 

 g.s.- K-doublet 
<Jz>=±1.63, <Jx>=±0.55.                                   

1st e.s.- K-doublet 
�1 = 123K (INS visible)  
<Jz>=±0.57, <Jx>=±2.28.   

2nd e.s.- K-doublet 
�2 = 235K (INS visible)    
<Jz>=±2.77, <Jx>=±2.29.   

4
6B =-30.4 mK 

easy axis: [? ? ?] 

mz(6T)=1.45 µB/ion 

mx(6T)=1.86 µB/ion 

 g.s.- K-doublet 
<Jz>=±1.39, <Jx>=±1.05.                               

1st e.s.- K-doublet  

�1 = 24.9 K  (INS visible) 
<Jz>=±0.57, <Jx>=±2.26.    

2nd e.s.- K-doublet 
�2 = 146.4 K (INS visible) 
<Jz>=±2.53, <Jx>=±1.02.    

 



1568 R. Mihalski, A. Blaut, R.J. Radwanskisinglet ground state and a non-Kramers doublet as the 1st exited state.Suh on�guration is hard to polarize magnetially by the mehanism foundin PrRu2Si2 [1℄. In the ase of TmRu2Si2 the external �eld of 6T parallelto the loal x-axis (easy axis) indues only 0.4 of the Tm3+ full moment of7�B. Thus, aording to us, this inative singlet ground state is the reasonfor the low-temperature ordering of TmRu2Si2.4. Results for YbRu2Si2For the Yb3+ ion the realulated CEF parameters yield the energysheme with intriguing properties. For both sets of CEF parameters the 1stexited Kramers doublet has the opposite diretion of the magneti momentthan the Kramers-doublet ground state. Moreover, the moment of the ex-ited state is muh larger than that in the ground state (Fig. 1). Suh asituation auses rotation of the easy magneti axis with the inreasing tem-perature from the diretion [1 0 0 ℄ (or [0 1 0℄) to [0 0 1℄ when the exitedstate beomes populated. The omputer simulation of the in�uene of theexternal magneti �eld reveals the rossing of the magnetization urves fordi�erent diretions. It means that the easy magneti axis hanges with the�eld. The rotation �eld BR depends on the hosen set of the parameters (re-alulated from ErRu2Si2 or PrRu2Si2). Suh rotation of the easy magnetiaxis of the Yb3+ ion prevents, the formation of the long-range magnetiorder in YbRu2Si2.
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Fig. 1. Magnetization urves of YbRu2Si2 in applied �elds along 2 main diretions.BR is the rotation �eld.



What Is the Reason for Di�erent Magneti Properties of the Compounds . . . 15695. ConlusionsMagneti properties of TmRu2Si2 and YbRu2Si2 have been disussed.Our results reveal the reason for the extremely low ordering temperature ofthese ompounds. The isolated singlet for TmRu2Si2 and the rotating easyaxis in YbRu2 Si2 ould be studied further, both theoretially and experi-mentally. This work is only the starting point towards the understandingthese ompounds. The �nal evaluation of the �ne eletroni struture ofthese ompounds will be possible one the inelasti neutron sattering forTmRu2Si2 and YbRu2Si2 are arried out.Computations were performed with the help of the omputer pakageBIREC 1.5 for Windows developed by Center for Solid State Physis Ltd [6℄.This work was supported by KBN, projet no. 2 PO3B 134 22.REFERENCES[1℄ R. Mihalski, Z. Ropka, R.J. Radwanski, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 12, 7609(2000).[2℄ R. Mihalski, Z. Ropka, R.J. Radwanski, Physia B 312�313, 858 (2002).[3℄ R. Mihalski, R.J. Radwanski, Z. Ropka, Ata Phys. Pol. B 31, 3079 (2000).[4℄ K. Hiebl, C. Horvath, P. Rogl, M.J. Sienko, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 37, 287(1983).[5℄ K. Muramoto, T. Takeuhi, T. Taniguhi, Y. Miyako, Physia B 206�207, 519(1995).[6℄ http://www.ss-physis.edu.pl/download.html[7℄ M.T. Huthings, Solid State Phys. 16, 227 (1964 ).[8℄ R.J. Radwanski, Z. Ropka, ond-mat/0010081.[9℄ R.J. Radwanski, N.H. Kim-Ngan, F.E. Kayzel, J.J.M. Franse, D. Gignoux,D. Shmitt, F.Y. Zhang, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 4, 8853 (1992).


